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Abstract. The overall design of the mechanical structure of the color 3D printer is put forward, and a new spliced print head structure is proposed. The utility model relates to a splicing type print head, which is composed of a print head which is loaded with different colors of silk material and a movable fixing device of a spray head. The print head spliced through a nozzle fixing device of an elastic spring mechanism locking positioning clamping space forming and the print head, the splicing type print head in the two part of the implementation of the print head movement path splicing preset, and then through the automatic replacement process of printing head fixing device and mobile splicing nozzle with different colors from to achieve different color silk. An automatic replacement device of the wire material is designed. By testing the automatic replacement device of the wire material, it is proved that the automatic replacement of silk material in line with color 3D printing in the automatic replacement of silk material requirements.

Introduction

Although 3D printing based on FDM technology has been applied widely, 3D printing technology will be pushed to a higher level and the entire 3D printing industry will be armed with huge potential room for development with the further development of manufacturing[1,2]. In the future, 3D printers will move towards miniaturization and enlargement trends, [3,5] among which compact 3D printers are mainly 3D printers based on FMD technology. Nowadays, products printed based on FDM technology feature single color, however, many products in real life such as portrait, jewelry crafts and many more are hoped to be formed directly by color printing, so color 3D printers based on FDM technology have a broad market prospect.

FDM technology is the Fused Deposition Modeling Technology, and its working principle is that the filamentous hot-melt material (ABS, PLA, etc.) is sent into the hot melt nozzle through the silk feeding mechanism, and the filamentous material in the nozzle is heated and melted by the thermocouple, while the nozzle moves along part level outline and fill track under the control of the computer, and squeezes out molten material and deposes it in a specified position for rapid solidification.

After a layer of molding is completed, the machine table changes a height (that is the slice thickness) and then molds the next layer continuously until the entire physical modeling is formed ultimately. FDM technology obtains the structural information of any complex shape directly from computer graphics data processing, which deposes into molding products through melting and prints any geometric structure; besides, it possesses many characteristics such as fast manufacturing process, harmless printing products, low machine noise, miniaturized volume, convenient operation in the office or home and extensive application prospects. However, in order to achieve multi-color printing of color 3D printers based on FDM technology, it needs to be able to replace silk material of different colors, so the research of silk material replacement device has become the key to the success of color 3D printers[6,7].
The design principle of automatic silk material replacement device

To meet the requirement of actual working condition and silk material replacement of 3D printers based on FDM technology, automatic silk material replacement device should follow the following three design principles:

1. Strength principle: As the most basic criteria for mechanical design, the designed device must meet the strength requirements during working process, otherwise the parts would fail.

2. Optimal size principle: 3D printers based on FDM technology have small volume, which requires the designed silk material replacement device to achieve compact structure as far as possible under the premise of meeting strength requirements.

3. Reliability principle: At present, the precision of 3D printers based on FDM technology can generally reach 0.1mm, which requires silk material replacement device to be lightweight, reducing movement inertia of the device during printing process and improving stability and reliability of the print head.

The determination of the design scheme of automatic silk material replacement device

In the 3D printers based on FDM technology, Fig. 1 is a typical structure of extruder nozzle. The silk material enters into filament guide tube from the center hole of the top of the extruder nozzle, after being melted in hot melt cavity and then squeezed out by the nozzle.
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Fig.1 Extruder nozzle

During the printing process, the silk material has been sent into extruder nozzle continuously from the feeding mechanism, and if single extruder nozzle is directly used, it is difficult for two types of silk material to replace. Therefore, it is necessary to adopt the multiple extruder nozzle scheme, each extruder nozzle being responsible for the supply of one color silk material. It is relatively easy to take total replacement of extruder nozzle.

Adopting the multiple extruder nozzle scheme to achieve refueling process, the core issue of its design is how to replace the extruder nozzle. In the field of metal materials 3D printing, the hybrid manufacturing equipment has been developed recently, integrating 3D printing and traditional cutting machining together, which is equivalent to a tool in the machining center can be replaced. The extruder nozzle in color 3D printers is also analogous to the tool in the machining center, the nozzle library with multiple nozzle being set, and one extruder nozzle in the nozzle library being replaced by another when silk material is replaced.

On account of self-characteristics of 3D printers based on FDM technology and the design principle of automatic silk material replacement device, the design scheme of automatic silk material replacement device has been determined. Its design scheme is as follows: the automatic silk material replacement device consists of the combined extruder nozzle and the nozzle library. The nozzle library loads with a number of extruder nozzles of silk material in different colors, which hang on the outer frame of the printer, being in a zigzag arrangement. The combined extruder nozzle contains two parts: the extruder nozzle and the nozzle fixing plate. The nozzle fixing plate is mounted on the X-axis of the inner frame of the printer and can be moved along XYZ three directions by the driving of motor. Once the movement path of nozzle fixing plate being set, it can be connected automatically with extruder nozzle of a certain color in the nozzle library to form a complete extruder nozzle to start...
printing, and after the extruder nozzle finishing the printing job of that color and being hanged back to the nozzle library, it takes extruder nozzle of another color to print, thus achieving color 3D printing. Fig. 2 shows the overall frame and automatic silk material replacement device of the color 3D printer.

The design of the spliced print head on silk material replacement device

The combined extruder nozzle is made up of two parts: the nozzle fixing plate and the extruder nozzle. As shown in Fig. 3.1, the nozzle fixing plate is mounted on the X-axis of the printer and connected to the X-axis pole by a linear bearing, which can move along the X-axis pole by the driving of motor, besides, the X-axis pole can move along the Y-axis direction and the inner frame of XY axis can move along the Z-axis direction, thus achieving the nozzle fixing plate’s free movement in XYZ three directions. The nozzle fixing plate is composed of the base, the cylindrical coil spring, the countersunk screw, the spring seat and the synchronous-belt pressing block. Four countersunk screws are distributed on the upper surface of the base uniformly, each of which has a cylindrical coin spring providing the pre-tightening force, the lower end of the spring being mounted on the upper annular groove of the base and the other end against the spring seat under the head of the countersunk screw. The height of the spring can be adjusted by the penetration depth of countersunk screws to change the size of the pre-tightening force. The holding space of elastic locking positioning is formed between the countersunk screw on the base and the spring seat. The upper surface of the base is provided with a synchronous-belt pressing block, synchronous belt is sandwiched between the base and the pressing block. The synchronizing belt drives the whole nozzle fixing plate to move in the X-axis direction under the driving of motor by screw locking.

The structure of the extruder nozzle is shown in Fig. 3.2. The extruder nozzle consists of the nozzle, the thermocouple, the circular radiator, the radiator fan, the installation block, the pressing block and the L-shaped plate. The nozzle, thermocouple and circular radiator connect from the bottom to the top, being mounted on the installation block, and the top of the circular thermocouple is slightly
higher than the installation block, pressing the radiator to the installation block by the pre-tightening force provided by the screw between the mounting block and the briquette. The front end of the mounting block is equipped with a cooling fan, providing heat dissipation for 3D printing, and an opening for the thermocouple wire trace lay at the back end. The bottom of the installation plate is fastened to the bottom plate of the L-shaped plate with four screws. The bottom plate of the L-shaped plate has four sets of gourd-shaped positioning holes corresponding to the countersunk screws on the nozzle plate, the diameter of the big head being slightly larger than that of the countersunk screw, the diameter of the small head being slightly larger than that of the screw on the countersunk screw. The position of the hole is the same as it of the countersunk screw on the nozzle head, the diameter of the big head being slightly larger than it of the head of the countersunk screw, the diameter of the small head being slightly larger than it of the screw, and the upward side of the small end on the gourd-shaped hole chamfers, the outer diameter of the chamfer position matching the head of the countersunk screw. There are two trapezoidal holes on the side plate of the L-shaped plate corresponding to the hook of the nozzle, which comprises a big-hole end matching the outer diameter of the hook step and a small-hole end matching the outer diameter of the hook shaft.

![Fig.3.2 Structure chart of the extruder nozzle](image)

**Print sprinkler library**

The design of nozzle library on this silk material replacement device is shown in Fig.4. The nozzle library consists of a nozzle connecting plate, a nozzle hanging plate and an extruder nozzle mounted with two or more types of color silk material. One end of the nozzle connecting plate is connected with the outer frame of the printer and the other end is fixed with a nozzle hanging plate. The nozzle hanging plate has three nozzle hooks distributed in a triangle way, which turn into spare extruder nozzles and hang in the outer frame of the printer in single shape after cooperation between the trapezoidal hole and the hook on the L-shaped plate of the nozzle.

![Fig.4. Structure chart of nozzle library](image)
The principle of automatic color silk material replacement

The automatic replacement of color silk material is achieved by combining and detaching the two parts of the spliced print head. The nozzle fixing plate is an active moving part in the silk material replacement device, and can be moved to any position in the working space under the guidance of the stepping motor. The countersunk screws on the nozzle fixing plate enter from the gourd hole and stops at the small hole. By this time, the cylindrical coil spring is compressed to provide an elastic force, but the diameter of the head of countersunk screws is larger than that of the gourd hole, and under the force of elasticity, the countersunk screws is just inserted into the chamfer of the upper part of the hole. The holding space of elastic locking positioning is formed between two parts, then they splice into a whole. Detachment is an inverse process of combination. The extruder nozzle after being spliced is shown in Fig. 5.

Conclusion

By researching the development situation of 3D printers based on FDM technology at home and abroad, this paper finds a weak zone of current 3D printers based on FDM technology, proposes the design scheme of color 3D printers based on FDM technology, does the overall design of mechanical structure of the entire color 3D printer, makes improvements in the print head of 3D printers and designs silk material replacement device key to achieving color 3D printing.
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